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Creating a Self-Care Plan: How to create a selfcare plan for greater peace, love and happiness.
By Susan Mathews
Important eBook Disclaimer: The information in this e-book is no way a
substitute for medical or psychological care. The author of this e-book has made
every effort to present the information here as accurately as possible. Nevertheless,
inadvertent errors in information may occur and information may become dated.
The information is also limited in nature and does not contain all applicable terms,
conditions, limitations or exclusions of the products and services referenced. The
author reserves the right to make changes to this e-book at any time without notice.
If you choose to use the information in this eBook, the author assumes no
responsibility for your actions. The content in this e-book is protected by
copyright under international conventions and reproduction of the content
contained is this e-book is strictly prohibited.
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Welcome!
I'm Susan Mathews, Spiritual Life Coach and Writer for www.happiness-information.com and
I've written this eBook to support you in experiencing a deeper level of well-being and
happiness thru creating a Self-Care Plan.
What are your thoughts about self-care? Do you want to give yourself a higher level and quality
of self-care but don't feel that you have the time. Or maybe you don't feel deserving of taking
the time? If so, let's just clear the air, right here, right now. I may not even know you but I
know this: whoever you are, wherever you are, you DESERVE to give yourself the gift of taking
really, really good care of yourself. With that said, it honestly doesn't matter if I KNOW you
deserve it. YOU need to believe that you do.
We work hard to manage and organize our busy lives and yet Self-Care often gets pushed to the
bottom of our list when in fact, it should be at the top. When you make taking good care of
yourself a priority, not only will you feel happier, you will also have more energy to do the
things that you want and need to do.
Self-Care is a broad subject as it trickles into and affects every aspect of our life. So, what is the
best way to narrow this huge topic down so we can successfully create a Self-Care Plan that
works for you? The answer is to start with the basics.
In this eBook we will focus on what I refer to as the 5 core areas of self-care: Mental, Physical,
Spiritual, Emotional Well Being and having FUN! These core areas are the foundation of self care and by focusing on these areas you will produce results that will positively impact your life
in countless ways.
Once you get the basics down, you can implement self-care where needed in other areas of
your life such as relationships and financial well being.
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Section 1: Introduction to Self-Care
In the most simplistic form, we can think of self-care as the ways in which we take care of our
self to live a healthy, happy, high quality life.
Starting to take care of ourselves can be as simple as listening to our bodies. For instance, when
your body asks for something that you know will support your health in a positive way, listen
and respond by fulfilling the requests. If you are hungry, eat something healthy. When you’re
tired, rest. When your body feels tight stop what you are doing and stretch or go for a walk
(even a 5-10 minute stretch can do wonders).
It all sounds so simple and yet when we are engrossed in a project or a busy schedule, the day
can fly by and before we know it, we haven’t tended to our self-care needs all day. If we
continue to do so on a regular basis, our body will get its message across in a way that forces us
to put the brakes on. On the other hand, if we practice self-care regularly, we will be far more
productive and happier in all ways.
Practicing Extreme Self-Care
Practicing extreme self-care is about taking self-care to the next level, it's about doing more
than meeting your basic needs (which would be called, "survival").
I first heard the term, extreme self-care from
Cheryl Richardson in her book, Take Time for
Your Life. Extreme self-care doesn't refer to
elaborate or expensive self-care methods.
Extreme self-care is about making YOUR self
care, top priority. I know, the thought of it
may cause you to take a big gulp because we
are not accustomed to thinking this way nor
are we used to giving ourselves permission to
tend to ourselves with such a high level of
care.
As Cheryl says, "As much as Americans are
portrayed as an overindulgent society, the truth is that when we decide to care for ourselves in
a more attentive, proactive, and soul-nurturing way, we're forced to confront a cultural view
that selfish is a dirty word."
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We need to realize that when we take care of ourselves, we have more to give which then
actually benefits those around us as well. When we realize that, it's impossible for self care to
be selfish. Of course, we want to strive to keep balance in all aspects we of our life, so self-care
can't be ALL that we do. But who has time to just do self-care anyway? Usually the challenge
is finding ways to fit self care into our schedule and that's what I'm going to help you with
today.
The concept of practicing extreme self-care may not be a comfortable one but it truly is one of
the greatest gifts that we can give to ourselves and to those around us. So, the first step to
Creating a Self-Care Plan is understanding that self-care doesn't mean selfish. Self-care is really
self love.
"Emergency" Self-Care
There is a reason why the flight attendants tell us that if there is an emergency to put on your
oxygen mask FIRST and then if you are with someone like a child or an elderly person, put on
their mask.
We can think of self-care as our oxygen mask. However, in our scenario it's a matter of using
our oxygen mast to prevent an emergency from occurring. After all, if we constantly neglect
our own self-care for an extended period of time a crisis may just hit. Our body, mind and spirit
will literally shut down after an extended period of constant "abuse" or lack of care.
Some emergencies can't be prevented, as John Lennon said, "Life is what happens when you're
busy making other plans." So, when an emergency or crisis strikes, if we already have a strong
base of self-care, we will be better equipped to handle life's challenges.
Ideally How do we know when we are lacking in self-care? Our body, mind and emotions keep
us well informed as to whether they are being taken care of in the way the need to be. Here
are some signs to help you know that some "emergency self-care" is in order (which means to
STOP and take care of yourself, now!).








Low energy
Feeling stressed
Feeling out of balance
Change in Eating Habits
Not happy
Emotional (crying easily, short tempered, etc)
Easily Irritated
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Regular self-care can certainly help to prevent unfavorable symptoms and situations like the
ones above. However, it doesn't mean that crises won't ever hit in your life. But it will help you
to be much better equipped to handle life's challenges as they occur.

Section 2: Core Areas of Self-Care
Just as there are endless benefits to self-care, there are countless ways to practice self-care and
numerous areas of our life in which self-care can be applied.
I've listed some things below that will support your well being in each of the five core areas of
self-care. I'm not suggesting that you need to do everything that's listed but rather to choose
the ones that appeal to you. Or, you may have other things that you want to add to the list.
Mental
What keeps your mind sharp? What kinds of mental activity do you enjoy?







Reading
Writing
Work
Stimulating Conversations
Studying/Education
Positive Thinking and Using Positive Affirmations.

Physical
There are three core components to physical health:




Getting regular exercise
Eating a nutritious, well balanced diet
Making sure you get plenty of sleep (experts recommend 6-8 hours a night)

Spiritual
Here are some ways to deepen and nurture your spiritual connection:







Meditation
Prayer
Spiritual Community/ Having a sense of belonging.
Religion
Intuitive Development
Journaling
Copyright 2012 Susan Mathews - Clear Intentions, LLC - All Rights Reserved
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Creative Projects

Emotional
Our emotions play a huge role in our health. I've listed some things below to assist you in
moving thru difficult emotions in a healthy way as well as a few additional tools that can be
used to enhance positive emotional health.
* Tools to help us process, manage and ultimately transform difficult emotions:





EFT (also known as Tapping)
Forgiveness
Anger Management
Emotional Intelligence

* Ways to Enhance Positive Emotions



Gratitude
Acts of Kindness

Having Fun!



Things you enjoy doing for the pure FUN of it!
What nurtures you?

Section 3: How to Create a Self-Care Plan
Steps to Creating a Self-Care Plan
1. Know the Benefits
2. Identify Your Self-Care Needs and Desires
3. Make a Self-Care Action Plan
4. Eliminate Obstacles
5. Take Action!

Step 1. Know the Benefits
What's in it for you? Seems like a silly question, right? Seriously though, why is it worth taking
the time to make your self-care a priority?
Practicing self-care can help you to:


Feel Happier
Copyright 2012 Susan Mathews - Clear Intentions, LLC - All Rights Reserved
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Better focus and productivity
Reduce Stress
Think more clearly
Have a positive self image
Feel more confident
Better overall health
Have more energy to do what you WANT to do and what you need to do.
Set a positive example for others, especially our loved ones!

The benefits are truly endless. Make your own personal list of benefits. Ask yourself, "How will
taking better care of myself have a positive impact on my life?" and "How will it benefit those
around me, especially my loved ones?" Write your answers down.
When we understand the benefits, we are more likely to follow thru.

Step 2. Identify Your Self-Care Needs and Desires
As we talk about how to create a Self-Care Plan, I'll walk you thru an example and I'll provide
some blank forms for you to use to create your own Self-Care Plan.

2a) Self-Care Analysis: Part 1 and 2
The first step to creating a Self-Care Plan is to take an honest look at what you are currently
doing on a regular basis to take good care of yourself and what you aren't doing but would like
to do.
The Self-Care Analysis Forms (Part 1 and 2) on the following pages will help you to do that for
each of the five core areas of self-care.
Let's look at an example on the next two pages.
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Self Care Analysis - Part 1
Date:
2-13-12

Spiritual
Well Being

Emotional
Well Being

Things I Would Like To Add

What are you currently doing on a regular
basis to take care of yourself?

Write would aren't you doing but would like
to incorporate at some point?



My work offers an endless opportunity
to use my mind and keep it sharp,
interested and active.



Read more (for fun and books related to
my field)



Getting a deep tissue massage every 3-4
weeks
Walking at least 3 times a week
Yoga once a week
Getting plenty of sleep (8 hours a night)
Epsom Salt Baths a few times a week







Do light yoga/stretching daily
Lose 35 pounds
Explore the idea of joining a gym and
work with a personal trainer.
Have a green smoothie 3-5 days a week.




In prayer daily, throughout each day.
Aware of my inner guidance and do my
best to follow it.



Start every day with meditation



Occasionally doing EFT (would like to do
it more often so I'm putting it in the
right column).



Meditate more often (also mentioned in
the Spiritual Section) - this will help me
to balance my emotions as I have been
feeling a little "on edge" lately.



Create a regular time to practice EFT to
practice the Personal Peace Procedure.

Mental
Well Being

Physical
Well Being

What I Am Currently Doing
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Self Care Analysis - Part 2
For the pure FUN of it!

Here's what nurtures me!

When writing your answers below, include things that
you have done as well as things you never tried but want
to at some point.

One of the BEST parts of self care! What makes you
feel nurtured, pampered or just plain good? Write it
down, big or small.

Kayaking

The Redwoods

Hiking

Getting a massage

Laughing

Yoga

Time with friends

Quality time with my family

Fun family time

Early morning walks at the beach with my husband

Parasailing

Sipping on a tall mug of warm roasted Green Tea

Local Events

Taking a nap

Creative Projects

Nature

Note to myself: This exercise has made me realize that
I'm actually not currently having a lot of fun although I
do love my work - it truly is fun to me but it's still work. I
need help in the "fun department"! Looks like a FUN
Bucket List is in order! How about doing something once
a month that I've never done before? Now that sounds
fun! I'll put it on my calendar.

A warm Epsom salt bath
Meditation
Sitting on the patio
High Quality Delicious Chocolate
A walk in the park
The sound of water
Music
Spa Treatments
Reading a good book
Petting and snuggling with my cats
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2b) Create a Fun "Bucket" List
How often do you have FUN? Just for the
fun of it? Sometimes I think we get so
bogged down in all of our responsibilities
that we just simply forget to have fun. Here
is one way to get your juices flowing in
thinking about what you could do for FUN!
Make a fun "bucket" wish list!
You've probably heard of the idea to make a
bucket list, right? You know, things you
want to do before you die. Well, how about
making a "bucket list" of FUN things that you want to do and see? I bet just making the list will
be fun!
Go ahead, give it a try and allow it to inspire you in the days, months and many years to come!
You can always add to your list as you think of things. Set a goal to do something from your list
every month or every quarter - whatever makes sense for you! When we set intentions we are
more productive and it gives us a direction to aim for.

2c) Make a Self-Care Treasure Map
Have you ever created a treasure map (also commonly
referred to as a vision board or a dream board)?
Treasure mapping is the process of creating a collage
with images and words (that you cut out of magazines)
to express your goals and desires.
Making a treasure map is a great visual way to get clear
about what you want in your overall life or in relation to
a specific goal or area of your life (i.e. career, finances,
relationships, health, etc).
Treasure mapping is also a great way to explore the
desires of your soul. Thru your intention, treasure
mapping can call forth desires that live deep within your
heart, desires that are waiting to be remembered or
even awakened for the first time.
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Since treasure mapping is a fun and effective way to get clear about what you want, then how
about creating one that focuses on your self-care? Here are some step by step instructions for
how to make a Treasure Map. Have fun! I think you will.  When you are done with your
Treasure Map, hang it somewhere you will see it often and allow it to inspire you to take action
in taking good care of yourself.
The Treasure Map on the left is one "self-care" Treasure Map that I did. It represents some of
the things that I enjoy doing to nurture myself. Just looking at it makes me feel relaxed!

Step 3. Make a Self-Care Action Plan
You may have heard the quote, "If you fail to plan, then you plan to fail." ~ Harvey MacKay
Planning is an important part of being able to reach your goals. Here is how you can create an
action plan that will help you to honor making your self-care a priority.

3a) Map Out Your Week
Choose one day every week to sit down and map out the upcoming week on your calendar. For
instance, our family has a meeting after dinner, every Sunday. We go thru everyone's schedule
for the week and I make sure I have all those details on my calendar so I know who is doing
what, where and when. On my calendar, I also write-down my work schedule for the week plus
anything else that I need to get done on the home front.

3b) Add Current Self-Care Activities to Your Calendar
If you look at the Self-Care Analysis example that I shared previously, some of the things just
naturally fit into my day such as being in prayer throughout the day and listening to my inner
guidance.
There are other things though that I know if I don't put them on my calendar, I won't do them
so I schedule them. The things from the list above that I can put on my calendar (that I am
currently doing for self care) are:





Deep Tissue Massage every 3-4 weeks
Walking at least 3 times a week
Yoga once a week
Epsom Salt Baths a few times a week

I do yoga the same day, every week so that is constantly in the same spot on my calendar, week
after week. I make sure I don't schedule anything else in that time slot. I look at what I have
going on that week and see when I can fit a walk in, at least 3 times. If I haven't already
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scheduled my monthly massage, I'll make a note to do that on Monday. Then, I can even add
my baths to the calendar as well which are usually in the evenings, right before going to bed.
If you write things down, you are more likely to honor your commitments, more often. Yes
there will be nights when I'm too tired to take a bath or stretch and days where I plan to walk
but something unexpected comes up.
It's important not to beat ourselves up when we miss a self-care activity that we scheduled but
rather to focus on the success that we are having in taking care of ourselves. To help keep you
focused on your success, you could even keep a Self-Care Journal to keep track of the ways in
which you take good care of yourself each day.

3c) Add a New Self-Care Activity to Your Calendar
Once you feel good about being able to do your current self-care activities on a regular basis,
look at the items in the right hand column, "Things I Would Like to Add" of your Self-Care
Analysis - Part 1 Form. Choose the one thing that you feel most strongly about and add it to
your Self-Care Action Plan, which means to put it on your calendar when you have your next
planning session.
For instance, once I feel comfortable with being able to incorporate
my current self-care actions into my life and I'm constant in doing
these things, I can ask myself what else I want to add. I review the
list and identify what the next thing is that I want to incorporate
into my self-care routine and I choose, "Start every day with
meditation on a regular basis."
My friend who is a Kundalini Yoga Instructor has given me a few
different meditations that I've been wanting to do. My intention is
to choose one to start with and to do that same meditation for 40
days. So, when I sit down to do my weekly planning next week, I'll
write this on my calendar. I'll need to think about which part of my morning will be best for me
to do this and I may decide that it makes sense for me to wake up 15 minutes earlier and do
this first thing in the morning.
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Tackling the Bigger (or more time consuming) Self-Care Goals
There may be some things on your Self-Care Analysis Form that will require several action steps
before you can actually achieve what that item is. You'll want to break those bigger Self-Care
goals down into smaller steps.
For instance, when I am ready to incorporate some of the bigger goals that I've identified (from
my Self-Care Analysis):




Having a Green Smoothie 3-5 days a week
Joining a Gym
Losing 35 pounds

I'll take one at a time and write down the action steps and sub-action steps that I need to take
to make each of these goals a reality. Then each week, I can decide which actions I'm going to
take and put them on my calendar. For example, let's look at "Having a Green Smoothie 3-5
days a week" (the smaller of the 3 goals listed).
Ideally, I want to make my own smoothies so I need to identify what I need to do in order to
make that happen.
Let's look at the Goal Form on the next page for an example of what my action plan may look
like to help me reach this goal (sub-action steps are in bullet points under each primary action
which is in bold).

"How different our lives are when we really know what is deeply
important to us, and keeping that picture in mind, we manage
ourselves each day to be and to do what really matters most."
~Stephen Covey
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Self Care Goals - Action Plan
Breaking big goals into small steps.
Date:
Goal:
What I need to do to make this happen….
Include Main Action Steps and Subaction Steps.
Gather Green Smoothie Recipes



Look online for recipes
Cookbook that came with food processor

Ingredients


Decide which smoothies to make this week and add ingredients to grocery list

Preparation



Wash ingredients (and chop if needed)
Put each ingredient into its own container (this will make it EASY for me to make smoothies during the
week!).

It's Green Smoothies Time!

When I sit down to do my weekly planning, I'll decide which action steps from the "Green
Smoothie" Action Plan above that I want to take this week and write them on my calendar. I
may decide to just look for recipes this week or I may decide that I want to do all the steps early
in the week so I can actually start to make Green Smoothies that week.

Step 4. Eliminate Obstacles
If you don't currently have a strong self-care system in place, it may be hard to make the
adjustment but with consistent, regular practice at making self-care a regular part of your life, it
will become second nature.
Then, once you have a core list of self-care activities that you do, it will be easier to get back
into it when life derails you from your regular self-care routine.
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In order to be successful in honoring your Self-Care Plan, take an honest look at get's in the way
of our self-care? For instance,






Are you lacking in believing that you deserve a high level of self-care?
Too much to do, too little time?
Is money tight? Is it holding you back from doing things that you want to do (joining a
gym, getting a massage, etc).
Do you need to be in control to the point where you aren't asking for help, thinking you
need to "do it all"?
Do you feel like you don't have the support you need, to do what you want to do?

Do any of these sound familiar? Or is there something else
that tends to get in the way of you taking care of yourself? Are
you willing to look beyond the obstacles and commit to finding
a way to take really good care of yourself?
By doing so, you will be more available and better able to get
done what you need and want to do because you will have
more energy and be happier.
Once you have completed your Self-Care Analysis and Action
Plan, make a list (yes, another list!) of what needs to happen in
order for you to implement the self-care that you need and
desire. Then, take action!
This may require getting a sitter to watch the kids once a week
or buying a couple workout video's that you can do at home
instead of joining a gym. Look at your schedule and see if
there are things that you can eliminate.
Some things you may need to do to eliminate obstacles:






Ask for help (stop trying to "do it all" yourself!).
Give yourself permission to say NO more often (especially to the things that you really
don't want to do).
Step down from commitments that are draining your energy and eating away at your
time.
Let go of the need to be in control
Overcome any limiting thoughts that you have about not deserving to make yourself a
priority.
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You can do this! Trust that you will find the support, resources and time that you need to
accomplish your self-care goals.

Step 5. Take Action!
So, you get the picture. The best way to create lasting change? One little step at a time.
You may feel that you can handle adding two new
things at a time. Do what feels best and what makes
sense for you. Just try to avoid doing it all at once.
By incorporating change slowly, you set yourself up
for success.
It's one thing to read about how to create a Self-Care
Plan, it's another thing to do it and then implement
it! So, get busy because you deserve it and YES you
are worth it. Totally, worth it.
Well, enough said.  It's time to put the "pedal to the metal", as they say.

Creating a Self-Care Plan - Overview:
Here is an overview of how to create a Self-Care Plan. Also, in the pages that follow you will
find blank Self-Care Analysis forms and a Goal Form for you to copy and complete as you make
your own Self-Care Plan.
Step 1: Know the benefits
Step 2: Identify Your Self-Care Needs and Desires




Self-Care Analysis (Part 1 and 2)
Creating a Fun "Bucket" List
Make a Self-Care Treasure Map

Step 3: Creating a Self-Care Action Plan




Map out your week
Add Current Self-Care activities
Adding New Self-Care Activities
o Break Big Goals into Small Steps

Step 4: Eliminate Obstacles
Step 5: Take Action!
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Self Care Analysis - Part 1
Date: For the pure
What
FUN
I Am
of Currently
it!
Doing Here's
Things
what
I Would
nurtures
Likeme!
To Add
2-13-12
When writing your answers
What below,
are youinclude
currently
things
doing
that
on a regular
One of the
Write
BESTwould
parts aren't
of self you
care!doing
What
butmakes
wouldyou
like
you have done as well as things
basis
youtonever
taketried
care but
of yourself?
want
feel nurtured, pampered
to incorporate
or justat
plain
some
good?
point?
Write it
to at some point.
down, big or small.

Mental
Well Being

Physical
Well Being

Spiritual
Well Being

Emotional
Well Being
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Self Care Analysis - Part 2
For the pure FUN of it!

Here's what nurtures me!

When writing your answers below, include things that
you have done as well as things you never tried but want
to at some point.

One of the BEST parts of self care! What makes you
feel nurtured, pampered or just plain good? Write it
down, big or small.
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Self Care Goals - Action Plan
Breaking big goals into small steps.
Date:
Goal:
What I need to do to make this happen….
Include Main Action Steps and Subaction Steps.
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About the Author
Susan Mathews is a Spiritual Life Coach and writer for
www.happiness-information.com, a website that she created to
support others in their personal and spiritual growth.
Susan's passion is helping people to achieve their goals in a way
that helps them to experience deep levels of happiness.
She does this thru Spiritual Life Coaching which she offers
worldwide, working with her clients by phone or thru Skype.
She also enjoys facilitating workshops online, by phone and in
person. To learn more about the various services that she offers,
please visit: www.happiness-information.com/life-coachingonline.html.
To inquire about scheduling a coaching session with Susan or to hire her to speak or do a
workshop for your organization, please contact Susan here.

Gifts and Additional Resources:
Connect with Susan on Facebook
Join Susan and the "Happiness Information" Community on Facebook
at: https://www.facebook.com/HappinessInformation and receive a
free gift when you "like" the page (see Facebook page for details)!
Free Happiness eBook and Ezine
If you haven't already done so, please take a minute to sign up for Susan's
ezine/newsletter, Happiness Information 4U. Each publication offers
information, tools and resources to help you live your life to the fullest!
When you subscribe to the ezine, you will also receive an eBook gift from
Susan called, 5 Ways to Create Lasting Happiness. In the eBook, Susan
introduces five self-help methods that you can implement immediately to
experience deeper peace and joy in your life.
Click here to subscribe and to receive your free eBook (or visit, www.happinessinformation.com/happiness-information-4U.html).
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Happiness Information Online Radio Show
Listen in on Susan's new online Happiness Information Radio Show
where she shares techniques, information and inspiration to support
you in living your happiest possible life. For easy listening convenience,
shows are 30 minutes or less. At least one new show will be added every
week. To learn more and to listen to the archived shows, please visit:
www.blogtalkradio.com/happiness-information

Spiritual Life Coaching - $25.00 Certificate
Do you need additional help in taking your self-care to the next level? Susan is offering an
exclusive discount to the readers of this eBook. Save $25.00 on a Spiritual Life Coaching Session
with Susan! See this Flyer (your coaching certificate) to learn more about how a Spiritual Life
Coaching Session can help you and to get your discount code.

"What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to
what lies within us."
~ Walt Emerson
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Related Articles
In Section 2 of this eBook, under each Core area of Self-Care, I listed several ideas of self-care
activities that you can do to enhance your well-being in each core area.
Below I have included some articles and book recommendations that relate to several of the
self-care activities that I listed, in case you want to learn more about integrating some of these
options into your Self Care Plan.
Also, please be sure to visit www.happiness-information.com as there is a lot of information
there to support you.
Intuitive Development
Making the Intuitive Connection
Emotional Freedom Techniques (EFT/Tapping)
What is EFT (Tapping)?
How to do EFT - A Step by Step Tutorial
Forgiveness
Understanding The Importance of Forgiveness
Forgiveness Exercises
Positive Thinking & Affirmations
Tips for creating Positive Affirmation Statements

If you would like to recommend this book to a friend, please have them visit:
www.home-storage-solutions-101.com/taking-care-of-self.html
so they can download their free copy.
Thank you!
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Book Recommendations
Here are some book recommendations many of which will assist you in going deeper into some
of the topics that we touched on in this eBook.
Dance of Anger by Harriet Lerner, Ph.D.
29 Gifts by Cami Walker
Radical Forgiveness by Colin Tipping
Take Time for Your Life by Cheryl Richardson
The Art of Extreme Self Care by Cheryl Richardson
Chakra Clearing (Book and CD) by Doreen Virtue
Creating Money by Sanaya Roman
Divine Guidance by Doreen Virtue
The Invitation by Oriah Mountain Dreamer
Thank you for reading, "Your Guide to Self Care". I would love to hear your thoughts about this
eBook and how it has helped you or what you would like to see added. Once you create your
Self Care Plan, let me know how it's working out for you! You can contact me here .
Many Blessings to you!
Stay in touch,

Susan

May the long time sun shine upon you, all love surround you and the
pure light within you guide your way on.
~ A Kundalini Yoga Farewell blessing
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